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THE CAREER DECISION LIFECYCLE
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At Red Cape Revolution, what we’ve
learned by coaching successful

S TAG E 1 :
The Whispers

professionals all over the world is
DECISION
TRAP!

S TAG E 2 :
The Pain

that every major career decision
follows the same path--a lifecycle.
There are certain places within
the lifecycle where we can run
into decision traps. At those
points, we stay stuck and go in

S TAG E 3 :
The Catalyst

circles until we use specific
strategies to move us forward.
What’s more, we think of the

S TAG E 4 :
The Exploration

decision as the end of the
DECISION
TRAP!

process, but it’s not. To ensure
that the career decision feels
successful to us, we have to
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The Decision

continue to tend it through steps
5, 6, and 7. This work is based in
part on the teaching of William
Bridges and his book, Managing
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Transitions.

S TAG E 7 :
The Neutral Zone
DECISION
TRAP!

S TAG E 8 :
The New Beginning

My book helps
you take back
control over your
career, no matter
what you decide.
RedCapeRescue.com
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MORE
ABOUT ME,
DARCY
EIKENBERG, PCC
Leadership & Career Coach | Keynote Speaker
Author, Red Cape Rescue:
Save Your Career Without Leaving Your Job

WHAT I DO

WHO I HELP

Today's leaders & high performing

WITH OVER A DECADE'S EXPERIENCE, I WORK WITH
LEADERS & HIGH-PERFORMING PROFESSIONALS
IN SITUATIONS LIKE THESE:

professionals are experiencing more change
than ever before. Those changes are
overwhelming, complex, and move fast.
So I teach fresh, practical strategies you can
use every day to manage through change
easier and make better, more confident

Wrestling through major change, whether
positive (such as business growth or
promotion), or negative (such as job loss or
personal stress).

decisions with less stress, in less time.

Newly promoted, or hired & needing to get

As a professionally trained coach with a

Experienced in their technical subject but

strong sense of ethics, I'm also a confidential
sounding board to help you map out next

productive fast.
needing to grow business acumen,
communication or people skills.

steps in safe, non-judgmental ways.

In a team that must work better together to

My clients feel—and become—more

Weighing their next career decision (whether

successful in their work (and actually, in their
lives outside of work, too.)

achieve a business result or goal.
inside or outside their existing organization)
and asking "what's next for me."

WHERE I SPEAK, FACILITATE, TEACH
Leader, employee, board or team development webinars and events.
Customer & client appreciation webinars and events.
Department or affinity group professional development meetings.
Within technical or company-specific training as an energy booster.
Professional & trade association meetings, workshops & conferences.
On webinars & teleseminars for companies and professional groups.
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